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This 3A charger was srcinally designed to work with small batteries like those used in motorcycles. In principle
it can be used to charge car batteries also but will take a lot longer.
The charger below charges a battery with a constant current to 14.1 volt. When this level is reached, the current
charge drops automatically to a saer level !13."#$ and keeps charging at this slower rate untill the %&' lights
up indicating a ully charged battery. This pro(ect looks very much alike with the )el cell II charger elsewhere
posted in the *+ircuits* section. The dierence is the I+, namely a %14- instead o a %3/1A. 0ice (ob an2

Description:
The %3-/ is an ad(ustable voltage regulator and keeps the voltage between points + and  at 1.- #olt. y
adding a 15 resistor between point  and gnd !6$ you can, as it were, lit up the output voltage. To accurately
control the output voltage we add to this resistor, in series, a 5 ad(ustable 1/6turn potentiometer. As soon as a
battery is connected a current low occurs, controlled by the right halve o the %14-. The current through the
/.1 ohm resistor causes a voltage drop. This drop is compared with the voltage on the walker o 1//6ohm pot.
The moment this drop is greater than the one ad(usted with the potmeter will cause the output o the %14- I+
to go low and a small current starts to low thru the diode and this in eect will reduce the current through the
series resistors 15 7 5pot. The current is hereby stabili8ed.
The point between + and  is devided by three resistors9 . ohm, 1// ohm pot, and the 1-/ ohm. . ohm and
the 1// ohm potmeter are connected to the non6inverting input !7$ o the %14- I+. The inverting input !6$ is
connected to the /.1 ohm wire6wound resistor in series with the output. As long as the voltage drop, caused by
the current6low over this resistor is greater than the voltage drop over the . ohm resistor the output o the
%14- will stay high and in turn block the +-- transistor. ut as soon as the charge current alls below a
speciic value the 14- will go low and turn on this transistor which wich activate the %&'. At the same time a
small current will low thru the *:;* resistor, which will cause that the output voltage o the charger switches to
13." #olt. This is a very sae output voltage, and does not cause overcharging to the battery and remains ully
charged !trickle$.
:; should be an e;perimental value determined below9 a mathematically calculation is possible but the e;act
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The %3-/ can be substituted with a 0T&?@/, and the +-- with a 0T&1-? i you wish.
The ad(ustments or this charger are really simple and the only thing needed is digital multimeter. The %14-
should NOT be in the socket while doing the irst ad(ustment. When no battery is connected there is no current
low thru the /.1 ohm resistor and thereore pulling the output low. o no I+ yet in the socket. 'o NOT connect
a battery also. I know that is obvious to most o us, but some people... <6$
Bkay, here we go<
1. +onnect the multimeter !set or #olt '+$ to the *7* and *6* battery output and ad(ust with the k trimpot the
output voltage to 14.1 #olt.
. witch the power o. 'ischarge the capacitors !short them out with a piece o wire$.
3. 0ow insert the %14- I+ careully !check no pins are bend underneath the chip$.
4. witch the power back on and make the resistor marked Rx such a value that the output voltage reads 13."
volt e;actly.
-. with the multimeter to *Amp6dc*. Turn the 1//6ohm trimpot all the way ++W. +onnect the *to6be6charged6
battery* !e.i. 0BT a ully charged battery$ and turn back the trimpot untill the current load is /.1 C the battery
capacity !ma; 3A$. &;ample< A 1"Amp battery ad(usting to 1."A. I you don*t have an Amp meter on your
multimeter you can use the 6volt setting on your meter and connect it over the /.1 ohm resistor. The current is
volt devided by /.1, so or 3A the meter should read /.3 volt.
That*s it. To get the :; value you could also use a trimpot until you get the 13."volt and then read the ohm*s
value o the trimpot and replace with a resistor. In my opinion this resistor should be a metalilm type at 1 or D
tolerance.
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The Technical bits:
Eor those o you interested in how the value o essential components was calculated, read on. Fou may be able to
design your own charger or use with a dierent current or voltage !like "6volt$.
+alculations srcin rom the voltage between points + and  o the %3-/ regulator. When a resistor is
connected between these two points, enough current starts to low that the voltage over this resistor measures
1.- volt. In our case, the resistor total is . 7 1// 7 1-/ G-. ohm. ecause we deal with very small currents
the calculations are perormed in milliamps and the calculations o resistance in 5ilo6Bhms. Thus, the current
thru this resistor is 1.- = /.- G 4.?-"4 mA. The same current also lows thru the 15 H 5 series resistors.
We want the output voltage to be 14.1 volt, meaning the voltage drop over these series resistors must be 14.1 6
1.- G 1.- #olt.
The total resistance value thus must be 1.- = 4.?-"4 G .-?" Bhms. To enable us to ad(ust it to this value, one
o the resistors is chosen as a 1/6turn trimpot !trimmer potentiometer$. Together with the 15 in series !making it
a total o 35$we can ad(ust it to this correct value.
The Rx value is calculated this way9 In this scenario we like to have a output voltage o 13." volt, in other words,
the voltage on the connection point between the 15=5pot should be 13." 6 1.- G 1.3- volt. This means that
the current thru the *voltage6divider* will be 1.3- = .-?" G 4.@"3- mA and the letover current should be
4.?-"4 6 4.@"3- G /.1?? mA thru :; and also cause a voltage drop o 1.3- 6 .@ G ?.-@ volt. easuring this
calculated value at the base o the +-- transistor was .@ volt ater the output o the %14- had become
low. With the current o /.1?? mA the result has become?.4@ = /.1?? G 4?."11 5ilo6Bhm. A resistor o 4@5
would come close enough. Bcourse you could also use a -/5 trimpot to ad(ust the value even more accurately.
The 15- !1-// Bhm$ resistor in series with the %&' is to limit the current thru the %&' below / mA.
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The ad(ustment with the 1//6ohm trimpot determines the ma;imum charge current. The voltage on the walker o
this trimpot varies between 1/.? m# 6 -/".-4 m#. The current is this way made ad(ustable between /.1A 6 -A,
but we should not go that ar because the %3-/5 can not handle anything over 3Amp. I we chose a trimpot
with a value o -/ ohm, then on the other hand the 3A can not be obtained. o, careul ad(ustment is the remedy.
Take your time2
With this inormation it is a simple task to calculate the dissipation values o the resistors. In other words, the
product o the resistance multiplied with the current in suare !I;:$.
The only resistor which gets it diicult is the /.1 ohm, but then again, not by much 3 ; 3 ; /.1 G /.? Watt.
:est us to calculate the power. Eor that we have add a couple o voltages. We have the input voltage o 14.1, the
voltage drop over the resistor, /.1 ; 3 G /.33 volt, and 3 volt minimum over the %14- or proper unction,
total 1@.43 volt. The transormer provides 1# !eective$. With ideal rectiying this should total 1 ; 1.41 G
-.3 volt. There are however losses via the diodes and bridge rectiier so there is about 3. volt remaining.
0ot much tolerance to play with, on the other hand, too much causes energy loss in the orm o heat anyway.
The voltage drop over the buer capacitor may not be lower than 1@.43 volt, meaning, the ripple voltage may
reach about 3. 6 1@.43 G ".4- volt. y double6ase rectiying is the ripple voltage eual to I=!;;+$ whereby
I is the discharge current,  is the supply reuentie and + is capacity o the buer capacitor in Earad.
&;changing places this would give + G 3=!;-/;".4-$ G /.//4"-1 Earad, or 4"-1 uE. A standard value o 4@//
uE with a minimum voltage value o about 3-64/ #olt. The other capacitor is not very critical and is only there to
kill small voltage spikes which could inluence the operation o this charger otherwise.
The bridge rectiier gets a good workout also and it is thereore recommended to chose 0BT a too light a unit. A
-A rectiier is oten too small, better to take a  or 1/A type. These are readily available everywhere.
%ast but not least, the transormer. The buer capacitor has appro;imately - volt accros. The current is 3A. This
calculates to a power o - ; 3 G @- watt. This transormer has its own problems with powerloss !naturely
occuring$ and so a unit o about / watt is acceptable.
0ever attempt to charge a " volt battery with a 1 volt charger9 you are asking or trouble. )ood luck all2
Please visit Jan Hamer's website in the Netherlands

:eturn to +ircuits Jage
+opyright K 1??-, Tony van :oon
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